
“Since we are a financial institution, we are held accountable for any post that is made 
according to the FFIEC. With Gremlin Social, our posts go through approval, filtration, are 
archived and can be retrieved for auditing purposes.”  

- MIKE CRUZ, DIGITAL MARKETING OFFICER, THEBANK OF EDWARDSVILLE

Schedule a Demo:  demo@gremln.com 

ARCHIVE & CAPTURE 

Gremlin Social Guardian keeps you audit ready by capturing 
and archiving the web and social media activity from mul-
tiple social networks.

MULTI-PLATFORM DASHBOARD 

Monitor and connect with leads on Facebook, Twitter, and 
LinkedIn in one place with the Gremlin dashboard. Employ-
ees can maintain business relationships by posting from 
their Gremlin dashboard, while bank administrators gain 
peace of mind by monitoring these activities for potential 
advertising or privacy violations. Search for brand mentions 
and mitigate reputational risk across multiple social net-
works - all in one place.

KEYWORD/PHRASE FILTERING 

Stop non-compliant social media posts with keyword/phrase 
filtering. Restrict industry trigger words, and completely 
block profanity for users and teams within your Gremlin So-
cial account.

TEAM WORKFLOW & APPROVAL 

Avoid the risk of FDIC fines with Gremlin Social’s team work-
flow and approval processes - Gremlin Social account owners 
can organize departments and enable team access to social 
network accounts with ease.  Maintain control of corporate 
and employee social media accounts and approve content 
before publication.

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT AND COMPLIANCE TOOLS ALLOW YOUR TEAM TO: 

   Connect with customers and referral sources with ease on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter  
      - generate more business by growing and nurturing your network of customers.
   Address customer feedback with ease on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter
   Implement reputation risk management by monitoring brand mentions on social media
   Stay FFIEC compliant by filtering trigger words and phrases 
   Archive and capture messages and social media activity 
   Maintain social media oversight with team workflow and approval processes 
 

Secure Social 
Media for Banks
Gremlin Social Guardian combines secure social media 
management functionality with a compliance safety net 
that allows banks to grow and nurture their networks 
using social media, while keeping potential operational 
risks to a minimum.


